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RESEARCHES IN RADIO TELEPHONY

Object

In the last few years the strides in

radio telephony have been very rapid. About

ten years aj^o the scientific u'orld was first

introduced to the fact that radio telephony

was possible; but for the first few years fol-

lowing, the prorress in this branch was com-

paratively slo;v due to the difficulties in the

f/eneration of hirh frequency currents of the

undamped wave type. The only two ways it v;as

found possible to enerate currents of this

nature was by the arc generator or by the high

frequency -enerator; but in the last six or

seven years a new type of generator has come in-

to existance; namely, "The Hot Cathode Vacuum

Tube". This generator practically revolutionized

the entire field of radio telephony and to a

lesser extent radio tele -raphyj but had it not been

for the war, it is rather doubtful whether our

advance' in this science in the last four years

would have been quite as rapid as it has been.





The difficulties encoiontered in radio

telephony are several:

1. The modulation of lar^e amounts of

power by the human voice.

2. The modulation of these currents

without distortion.

3. Increasing the selectivity to such

an extent that in a city of a larre population

it could be used as a means of intercommunica-

tion just as \vire telephony today.

4. Simplifying the apparatus so that the

users of these telephones would not have to be

experts to operate them after they are once in

operation.

In the following" discussion the first two

of the four difficulties i^^iven v/ill be considered;

namely,

1, The modulation of high amounts of power

tj the human voice; and

2. The modulation of these currents v.'ith-

out distortion.





As a preliminary to the :ollowing Articles

there are two rather interesting and necessary-

subjects to be discussed:

1. The use or a three element tube as a

rectifier.

2. Compensatin- for the losses in the

tube by means of a three element tube used as

a dynatron.

These tv.'o matter v/ill be taken up in chapters

I and II.

Before p:oinr into chapters I and II let me

express my sincere thanks and appreciation to

Professor Guy Maurice !^;ilcox rho so willin-ly

cooperated with me in some parts of the following

inve s t ip:at ions

.





RESEARCHES IN PADIC TELEPHON'Y

Part I

Chapter I

The Developement and Use of the Kenotron.

The developement of the vacuum tube has

been extremely rapid in the last fev; years and

with this developement came a new type of radio

frequency renerator; namely, the hot cathode

vacuum rectifier.

It is a well-established fact that if a

heatin;:^- element is enclosed in a vacuum and

heatec to incandescence that there is a therm-

ionic radiation in all directions. This can be,

and has been definitely established by puttin.r

a plate around the filam^ent and connectinr this

in series with a milliammeter and high voltac-e

battery of about 30 volts to the negative side

of ^.he battery or source of supply which is used

for heatinc the filament to incandescence.

It has been found that this radiation con-

sists of nerative electrons and that the number

of electrons emitted increases very fast as the





temperature of the hot cathode increases until a

point of saturation is reached. This point is

determined by the dimensions of the tube.

If the plate is kept at a positive potential

these electrons emitted will be dravm towards

the plate and a current v;ill b3 set up in this

plate circuit. See firure 2. The current in

this circuit v;ill ba found to vary as the voltarre

and can be expressed by the following equation:

2
3

6 -L' o
i = 14.65(10 ) - e

where

i = The current in the plate circuit in

amperes.

L =^ The lenrth of the filament in centimeters.

r = The radius of the cylinder.

Mr. Saul Dushman of the General Electric Com-

pany found that the ionic discharge from the hot

cathode increased from about .14 ampere per square

centimeter at 2,300° absolute to .36 amperes at

2,400° to .?9 amperes at 2,500 and to 2.04 amperes

at 2,600°; but at hi.rh temperatures the filament









deterioration is quite rapid.

Some idea of the rapidity of increase of the

current as the voltage is increased can be rotten

lij looking at Fi'-ure 1. The current from A to B

conforms very closel;, \.'ith the curve gotten hj

plotting the above equation for different values

of e; v.rhen L and r are some definite values irhich

are kept constant as e is varied.

The dotted curve A, L, E, F is the curve for

a lower filament current and consequently a lower

filament temperature.

There is also another current lim.itation v/hich

may prove very serious in practice in high vacuum

tubes. This is the so-called space charge and

depends on the following considerations. If the

plate voltage has a given value, increase of fila-

ment temperature will increase the plate current

to a point B, Fi.gure 3, but no futher. This is

due to the following e/fect: The clouf. of negative

electrons surroundin- the filament at any time acts

as a large negative charge in its neighborhood, and

consequently repels all electrons vAich are, or

tend to be emitted by the filament, thus chokinp back





the electron current stream. If the charc-e in the

space surroundin the filament becomes sufficiently

rreat, no increase in temperature at a given volta-^e

will produce any further current. Either the plate

voltage must be increased or the bulb construction

altered so as to diminish the space charge. 3ring-

inf^" the plate and filament close to each other will

diminish the space charge effect. The effect is in-

dicated at B in 7i ure 5; and for a lower applied

plate voltage, at D with the dashed line.

In the course of Dr. S. Dushman's investira-

tions, he states that the s-fe current-carrying:

capacity of vacuum tube rectifiers, are as follows.

For a filament .005 inches (.012 cm.) in diameter,

.03 sjnperes can safely be emitted per centimeter of

len-th and that under these conditions the filament

heating current will represent 3.1 v;atts of power

per centimeter of len th. vor filaments .01 inches

in diameter (.025 cms.) the safe current is .10

ampere and the power is 7.2 v/atts per unit of length,

?rom this, some indication can be gotten of what may

be expected from tubes of ordinary dimensions based

on these thermionic currents. Lan;muir states that









the type of tube developed by Dr. Irvinp Lan-muir and

Dr. oaul Dushman, together v;ith William C. White of

the General Electric CompaJiy has a capacity of 250

milliamperes and can be used vith voltages as lew

as 200 and as high as 50,000 volts. The efficiency

is stated as 97.8;'. Figure 4 is a diarram of this

bulb. If a freater current than this is to be rect-

ified, he states it is better and more efficient to

connect more bulbs in parallel and probably just as

economical as using a larger bulb.

In connection with the developement .of these

tubes a curious effect v;as encountered when the

joint filament heating and thermionic (pure electron)

currents were combined. In the filament heating

curcuit shown in girure 5, the current circulates

in the direction indicated by the dotted arrows.

Therefore, under normal conditions, the ammeters

An and A,-, read the same. If, however, the plate

circuit is closed, and a current indicated by A^

appears in that circuit, its direction of flow

will be as indicate:! by the full line arrows. (I sup-

pose it is understood that the direction of flow of

the current is opposite to that of the negative









electrons, in accordance with the commonly accept-

ed convention' . Tnen this current appears in A3

it will be noticed that the plate current A3 "/ill

flow outward from both ends of the filament. Con-

sequently, at the lower end it v;ill assist the

liiThting current, while at the top it will oppose

it. So that, if A is the true liphtinr current,

the reading-s of the ammeters will be piven by

A = A + Av and Ag = A - A„ . With small tubes, such

as used for receiving, this effect is of no practical

importance, but when larger tubes passing heavier

plate currents are used it may become serious if

the filament is already worked near the burn-out

point.

Mr. ^J^rilliam C. ll^ite, to whom much of the

recent developements of the Pliotron is due, ingen-

iously minimized this effect by connecting that

part of the circuit as shown in Figure 6.

It must be remembered that this entire discuss-

ion assumes that the vacua in these tubes are pract-

ically perfect (within a few ten millionths part of

a millimeter of -mercury) and that the electrodes and
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walls of the tube have been freed from any occluded

passes while the tube v.-as bein£ exhausted. This is

a condition that is hard to obtain and hard to main-

tain, consequently sliht variations will occur in

the results obtained by different bulbs. A full dis-

cussion on this subject can be obtained by consulting

Dr. Lanmuir's paper appearinr in the September issue

of the "Proceedin s o; The Institute of Radio Enri-

neers for 1915 «.

Alternating current rectifiers, manufactured by

the General Electric Company, are on the market both

for hirh and low voltares. The low volta^-e bulbs,

sold under the name of Tungar rectifiers, are con-

structed for volta-es up to about 150 volts and the

Kenotron for volta,2:es from 150 to 100,000 volts.
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RESEARCHES IN RADIO TELEFriOI'IY

Part I

Chapter II

2

Rectification

The YT^, as this bulb is called hy the Si^^nal

Corps, is manufactured by the V.'estem Electric Com-

pany, and is intended to be used as a renerator of

high frequency currents. The filament of this bulb

is desi:-ned to operate on 1.3 amperes v'hen in nor-

mal operation and -ath this current has a life of

approximately 1000 hours. The filament is made of

lime-coated platinum and for this reason requires

such a small filament current. The p-rid is composed

of a number of turns of tunrsten wire, spaced equally

on either side oi the filament. The plates are niade

of sheet nickel about ^" x 1" placed on either side

of the rrid and is placed far enough arvay to with-

stand a voltace of 300 under normal operation. V/ith

this plate voltae and normal filament current the

output in the -rid circuit is about 100 milliamperes,

and in the ^:.late circuit is about 150 milliamperes.
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FigU-Te 9 shows the arran~ement of the filament,

[-rid and plate in this type of vacui;jn valve and

Figures 10-11 sho\'7 the characteristic curves as

a two element and three element bulb.

In the test carried on with the type of

bulb described above we found that the bulb is

designed to v/ithstand an overload of about 200fo

without brealcinr down and if care is taken the

plate voltare can be run up to 750 without dis-

asterous results. At this volta: e or above the

bulb suddenl^^ breaks dovm, that is, sparking oc-

curs between the plate and filament without the

characteristic blue -^-low which ordinarily occurs

before breakdov/n between conductors. This test

vjas made using an alternatin:; current of 36 cycles

in the plate circuit. The filament was heated by

direct current supplied by storage batteries.

It was found that although the bulb recti-

fied as good as a regular Kenotron, the direct

current voltage was toe low to be of any value

for the purpose in mind. This was because the

bulb, although able to stand a fairly hiyh voltage
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would not stand voltages in the neiiiborhood

of 1,500 to 3,000 volts. The VT^ and the

bulbs of the General Electric Company were also

tried, but would not stand volta: es as hi^rh as

the VT2, so no data will be -iven on these; but

the data taken on the VT.^_ v/ill be found on the

following page.

Fi: ure 7 rives a scheme of connections

used by the General Electric Company in the course

of their investigations. It will be seen that

the :-enerator is connected to a trans rormer con-

taininr two double secondaries, S^ and Sg. These

mifht be called single secondaries with a lead

brought out from the middle point. The secondary

S-, is desi'-ned to supply the filament lighting

current, while the secondary S^ is designed to

supply the plate of each g.enotron with the high

voltage it is to rectify. The ends of th> sec-

ondary are connected to the plate of each Kenotron

and the middle tdp is connected in series with a

condenser of several microfarads to the middle

t<Jp of the lighting secondar;^'. The load is taken
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off from each side of the condenser c, as X

and Y, as shov/n. The purpose of this condenser

is to eliminate as far as possible the ripples

in the rectified alternating current.

The purpose of the middle tap on the lirht-

ing secondar;/ has already been explained in the

previous chapter.

Curve No. 1.

A. C. to D. ^. Voltage for 1.25

ampere fileunent current.

Curve i:c. 2.

A. G. to D. C. Volta;-e for 1.00

ampere filainent current.

Fifure S is a scheme of connections used

in testin the use of a VT.-, as a Kenotron.
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RESEARCHES IN RADIO TELEPHONY

Part II

Chapter I

Construction and Use of the Djnatron.

The d;>Tiatron is another member of the

family of hot cathode devices v;hich have been

developed at the Research Laboratory of the

General Electric company by Mr. A. W. Hull, Ph.D.

In construction, this bulb resembles the

Kenotron and Pliotron, or ordinary three element

vacuum valve, but in the principles of operation

these bulbs are entirely different.

1. The Three Element Vacuum Vcilve utilizes

the principle of controllin-", by means of the £rrid,

the space charge due to the thermionic current

flowin- from the filament to the plate.

2. The Kenotron utilizes the uni-directional

property of thennionic current flovrinr from the

filament to the plate.

3. The Dynatron utilizes the secondary

emission of electrons by a plate upon which the

primary electrons fall. This bulb, as its name
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indicates, is a renerator of electric po\ver,

and feeds enerrj" into any circuit to r-hich it

is connected. It is like a series generator,

in that its volta.-e is proportional to the cur-

rent thru it, but it is entirely .ree from the

hysteresis and lar: that are inherent in Generators

and in all devices which depend upon gaseous ion-

ization.

The dynatron consists of a heatinr ele-

ment placed inside of an evacuated tube with a

perforated plate called the anode and a third ele-

ment called a plate. The anode is perforated so

that, as the filament is heated to incandescence

the velocity of the electron stream is not h'/idered

on its 7/ay to the plate. The velocity of these

electrons is quite high if the plate potential is

hinh and on strikinf the plate, cause secondary

electrons to be ejected from it. These electrons

are ejected v/ith a velocity sufficient to cause

them to strike the anode, or at least com.e in close

vicinity to the anode, \"hich is betv^-een the plate

and the filament, and as the anode is kept at a

positive potential the electrons are attracted to
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it and a current is caused to flo-- in any cir-

cuit connected to the anode and the battery as

shown in "i'ure 12,

If the potential on the plate is lov; the

velocity of the electron stream is low and no

electrons will be ejected upon hitting the plate

and therefore a current is caused to flow in the

plate circuit. But if this plate potential is

raised, less current flows in this circuit un-

til :'inally we have a current flowing- from the

plate to the anode instead of from the filament

to the plate, "'hen this condition exists the bulb

is said to have negative resistance or in other

words it becomes a generator of electrical enerry.

?ipure 13 shows a characteristic curve of

a d^matron connected as shown in Figure 12. The

portion from Aq to C^ is termed the negative re-

sistance portion of the curve. If we let r be

the bulb impedance which is nerative and I the

current thru the bulb, then we have

eg = I 7

If a resistance is put into the circuit and we let

r equal the resistance of the external resistance
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and I the same current as that throu./h the bulb.

Then

®1 ^^'

Conbinin;- the tv/o, '^-e obtain

e, (- e.3 = I (r -I- R)

but e-|_ + Bo equals the total volta; 3 across the

combination, therefore we can put (e -j- e )
1 <j

equal to E and then

E = I (? + R)

And the voltaf:e amplification equals

^
T r -hR

Waen the dynatron is connected in series with

a circuit containing resistance, inductance and

capacity as in Fi:;"ure 15 we -et as the mathamatical

solution:

which reduces t:.

-f(4-*r.)'
1. • X =^^^e C.slf?i^(i-,-^Jt-<,
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And

77here i^, k, <X are constants, and R is the external

resistance; r is the ne,[_-ative resistance of the bulb;

L is the inductance; c is the capacity and ^ is the

base of the natural logarithm.

In the oscillatory solution; riven by equation Ij

the most interesting: fact is noticed that this solution

differs from that of a simple oscillatory circuit, in

that the dampinr factor is decreased from -rr—to—^ 'itt'

m v;hich r represents the -positive numerical value of

r, and the period is increased by increasin;": the dairip-

inc: correction from {-3-) to (^J -o^)^- This is
'"

'i'-Lj 2Li <drc

the same as a circuit containinjr a leakjr condenser,

the positive chare resistance of the condenser being

replaced by the ne; ative resistance r of the d'Tiatron.
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A complete treatment of this subject is

beyond the scope of this paper; but as the

reader will find a very complete discussion

of the jynatron in the "Proceedin~s of Radio

Snrineers for February, 191c, (Vol. 6, Wo. 1)",

no more space will be taken up here.

Fi'ure 14 shows the characteristics of

a dynatron when the external resistance is

equal to the bulb impedance.
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RSSEARCHSS IN :'-Ju)10 TELEPHONY

Part II

Chapter II

The Use of a VT as a Dynatron
o

The VT^, v;hich has already been described

in chapter II of Part I; does not v/ork very satis-

factorily as a dynatron. This is probably due

to a relative larre spacing between the three

elements composing the tube, and, due to a lesser

extent to the coarse grid that is used in the

construction of the VTo, and because of this

coarse rrid being used, the decrease in surface

area exposed to the ionic current flovving from

the plate to the grid when high potentials are

used on the plate, is not as great as if the grid

were of finer construction and, therefore, the

characteristics of the tube rould be different.

One interesting fact that is noticed on the

graph following this page is that if dotted lines

are drawn thru the points of the same filament

temperature that these curves will be as the dotted

curves shown on the graph and seem to follow some

definite law. V/hether this, is just due to some
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peculiar condition of the circuit, or, is one

of the characteristic properties of the uulb

can not be definitely stated-

This seems only to bs true if low volta-es

are used because readinf]:s takent at higher voltaj^es

do not conform with those taken at the lower

volta-es. This mirht be due to the fact that a

coated filament is used and when hijjh volta.^es

are used on the plate the characteristics of the

bulb changes. In any case its action as a dyn-

atron is not satisfactory.

«
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RESSAP.GHES IN PAD 10 TELEPHONY

Fart II

Chapter III

The Use of a VT2_ as a Dynatron

The VT,, as this bulb is called by the

Sif-nal Corps, is manufactured by the TJestern

Electric Company, ana is intended and was des-

igned to be used as a receiving bulb.

The filament of this bulb is designed

to operate on 1.1 amperes at 3.6 volts vhen in

nornal operation an J. v;i-,h tlii^ current in the

filament circuit, it has a life of about the

same len.:.th of time as that of the VT^. The

grid is composed of a lar^rer number of turns of

tunp-sten wire than in the VT , but a finer weave
2

is used and are spaced equally on either side of the

grid. The normal volta.re to be used on the plate

is around 20 volts.

Tests v:ith the bulb used as a d^matron

shoT-zed little better results than those for the

VTq just as would be expected from the fact that
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the spacinc of the three elements are closer

together aiid a rrid with a finer mesh is used.

But this, as in the previous tests held only

for lov; voltares. Ylhen comparative high voltages

\''ere used the characteristics chanred just as

in the VTo, probably on account of the coated

filament.

If the rrid that is in this bulb were

removed and one of a very fine mesh substituted,

it would probably work still better.

Tests -ere made on the /T^ ^ , manufactured
lo

by the. General 31ectric Comapny, and fairly zood

results ^:^'ere obtained, but not sufficient data

were taken with this tube to make any definite

statement.
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